
Use the MovieBoard to create your own Home Cinema, gaming room or football stadium and enjoy fantastic, large format
image quality. 

More and more people are discovering how much more pleasant it is to watch a large screen in the comfort of one’s
own home, alone or with others. To do this, a top quality projection screen is a must. Why should you spend the time
compiling a fantastic film collection and buy an expensive projector and DVD player only to be disappointed by the
end result? Projecta has developed a unique board screen for Home Cinema applications.

The MovieBoard is a lightweight projection screen that is ready to use straight away. There is nothing more to assemble
after purchase, and the MovieBoard is easily mounted to the wall using two screws. Ease-of-use for every consumer.
You will be able to enjoy your MovieBoard in your own home in no time. And most importantly: it will display your film
collection beautifully.

www.projectascreens.com

MovieBoard

Unique “ready to use” projection screen with super image

NEW !
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MovieBoard, a special Home Cinema projection screen
This is why Projecta has developed a unique board screen for Home Cinema applications. It has a modern and sleek
design. It is easy to integrate in any interior. It is ready to use immediately. After purchasing the pre-assembled
MovieBoard, all you have to do is mount it to the wall. Mounting the MovieBoard is extremely easy thanks to the
mounting materials supplied with the screen.

The projection screen fabric is applied to a special board. This ensures that the projection screen fabric is always 100% taut,
in every possible situation.  The matte white projection screen fabric produces a natural colour display. This fabric also
ensures a large viewing angle with good image quality from every position. The black aluminium frame frames your
image and increases the perceived clarity of the image. The MovieBoard is available in the widths 120 and 160 cm and
in the image formats 4:3 video and 16:9 HDTV. 

Projecta Clear and sharp - always in the picture
For more than 50 years, Projecta has been in business as an internationally trendsetting manufacturer and supplier of
high-quality projection screens and presentation furniture. Projecta operates on a global scale and has been the market
leader for years. The company understands like no other the quality standards demanded by the professional user or
proud owner of a Home Cinema system.

In our view, the screen is the essential component in every professional or Home Cinema system. However well
prepared the presentation may be, or how intriguing the film, without high-quality equipment, the image will never
be as sharp or clear as it should be. Although this applies to an LCD/DLP projector, it definitely also applies to the
projection screen.

We remain in constant contact with our partners and end users. New technologies are closely monitored and followed.
In this way, we are able to continuously expand and improve the range of projection screens and
screen fabrics. We can offer the perfect solution for each projection application. Whatever your
specific wishes may be...

Aspect ratio Screen size Viewing size Nominal Product code

HxW in cm HxW in cm Inches / cm

Video 99X129 90X120 59’’ / 150 cm 10600025

129X169 120X160 79’’ / 200 cm 10600026

HDTV 77X129 68X120 54’’ / 138 cm 10600027

99X169 90X160 72’’ / 184 cm 10600028

4:3

Your football stadium The gaming room Your Home Cinema

16:9

Diagonal
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